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What about the Lighting?

Lighting is one of the most important  
services required in a commercial/ 
industrial environment. However, lighting  
is often thought toward the end of the design 
and construction phase of facilities.

Find out the answer to selecting sustainable 
and efficient lighting that will be part of the 
solution and not the problem.
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Is Lighting left in the Dark?

Often through the design and construction process of either a new facility fit-out or existing upgrade, planning for 
the lighting installation is left towards the end of the project. 

Generally the process goes something like this:

1. Civil Works
2. Services and rough-ins
3. Construction – slabs, walls, roof, etc…
4. Interior fit-out
5. Lighting

Characteristics of Facility Lighting

What is:

• One of the lowest costs on a project, but provides the highest return per square metre?
• One of the most contentious design items, but provides the lowest level of interest (until it becomes a problem)?
• One on the most expensive items to rectify if it is designed incorrectly but has one of the lowest education

barriers for entry into the industry?

The answer is Lighting

The bottom line is that it pays to give lighting more attention to make an informed decision when it comes to 
selecting the best solution for the intended purpose. 

So… what about the Lighting?

What is the key to select the right lighting for a project that will be part of the solution and not the problem?

KNOWLEDGE + UNDERSTANDING = YOUR CERTAINTY (OUR RESPONSIBILITY)
Concept - if everyone took responsibility for their specialised component in a project how much cost would that 
save? For example, EYE Lighting are facility lighting specialists, we don’t just offer a small portion of the lighting 
solution, we can offer a comprehensive package from the front gate through to the back fence. Lighting is our 
lifeblood; EYE Lighting are the lighting specialists providing each client with knowledge and understanding of the 
technology to deliver a certain solution that works in the best interest of the client.



KNOWLEDGE - Who do you talk to?

Google? “Google it” and become an instant expert. If only it was that easy. Google is good for developing a surface 
level of understanding and may point you in a direction (rightly or wrongly). Google is not a lighting specialist it is a 
generalist of everything. 

The lighting industry is changing too quickly to take advice from anyone that has only a “part-time” interest. In 
some cases lighting products are being upgraded even before version 1 comes off the production line.

“If I’m not up to date, then I’m out of date”

KNOWLEDGE - The winds of change are well and truly here

Over 40 years of experience in the lighting industry we have noticed a cyclic change in recent years.

• Established lighting manufacturers with tried and tested lighting solutions for particular applications.
Designers could rely on copying documents from the last project onto their new project. These
companies were unsure to change because of their commitment to the existing technology.

Then came....

• Small companies (including single person entities) selling lighting fixtures into niche applications.
Designers were chasing new technology (read LED) and these entrepreneurs’ saw the
opportunity.  A number have now exited the market, or are “stuck” with old “new technology” product.

Now there is.... 

Established lighting solutions businesses:

• Have developed their value through education, training & partnering with technology
• Not afraid to change to new technology but maintain the strong company framework that can support

the change.

This paradigm shift brings everything into question, including our established networks and relationships. 

KNOWLEDGE - Who can you trust?

Consider using industry bodies to assist in identifying who to talk to.

The Lighting Council Australia is the peak body for Australia’s lighting industry. Their goal is to “encourage the use 
of environmentally appropriate, energy efficient and quality lighting systems”. Member companies are companies 
whose principle source of business is lighting. There are currently 96 member companies. It is a far easier search 
compared to the 911,000,000 entries that Google provides. However, by refining your search through the Lighting 
Council for companies that better suit your parameters (for example):

• Industrial Applications
• Luminaires – Industrial
• Manufacture in Australia
• Certified to ISO9001
• Lighting Design (major projects)
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UNDERSTANDING – What fixture do I use?

Light fixtures or luminaires are designed for specific application types based on:

• Light Source
• Photometric Performance
• Physical Construction

Light Source

Threemajorlightsourcesareusedaroundtheworld:SSL(SolidStateLighting-morecommonlyknownasLED),
Fluorescent & Ceramic Metal Halide.

EYE Lighting specialises in understanding the performance characteristics of each light source type and 
understands the different applications they best suited for.

EYE Lighting is actively involved with end-users on brown field sites, providing day-to-day solutions for their light-
ing issues. This hands-on application experience becomes a major benefit when providing recommendations on 
suitable light fixtures and solutions for specific applications.

Photometric Performance

A light fixture can no longer be selected based on wattage; it must be selected based on delivering the photometric 
performance required for the task.

The relevant Standard AS/NZS 1680 series is the starting point for minimum average lighting levels and is refer-
enced by ABCB National Construction Code. Once the application type is established, it is then possible to assess 
the photometric suitability of a given light source, the suitability of a fixture taking into account factors such as:

• Ambient operating temperature
• Maintenance factor – environmental conditions that will affect photometric performance
• Light source depreciation

Physical Construction

The physical construction of the light fixture must be suitable for the operating conditions where it is installed to 
provide the designed lighting output.

This is a fundamental consideration as if the light fixture is not fit for purpose where it is installed there is guaran-
teed to be problems which may be expensive to rectify.
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CERTAINTY - Selections for the best solution

Client certainty is EYE Lighting’s responsibility.

EYE Lighting works with major companies with a hands-on approach to provide sustainable and efficient lighting 
solutions for industrial and commercial applications. 

EYE Lighting has an extensive range of products to suit every installation dynamic. There is no vested interest in 
channelling a client into a solution that is convenient for our organisation. EYE Lighting solutions have the client as 
the number one priority.

Many of our long term clients are involved in:

• Manufacturing
• Food
• Cold Storage
• Mining
• Pharmaceuticals
• Transport
• Sporting venues
• Port Facilities
• Accommodation

KNOWLEDGE + UNDERTANDING = CERTAINTY

EYE Lighting provides lighting solutions that work (That’s what we know).

Business to Business – collaborative, consulting, advising (That’s how we work).

Certainty – a lighting solution you can stake your reputation on. Because we do (That’s why we’re responsible).
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www.eyelighting.com.au

Although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in the compilation of the technical detail within this publication. Specifications and 
performance data are constantly changing, latest details can be obtained from www.eyelighting.com.au.
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